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 The Reserve Currency of the Digital Age 

A lesser-known cryptocurrency project is changing the world. Learning about this ecosystem will help 
you to unlock new possibilities for your own financial future. This cryptocurrency is still incredibly early in 
its adoption lifecycle. 

The project is called – Terra. 

When people talk about decentralized finance or Defi (crypto) it often is in reference to Bitcoin (BTC) or 
Ethereum (ETH).

Bitcoin is the worlds first cryptocurrency. It was created under an alias, Satoshi Nakamoto, in 2009 
to democratize access to financial systems and ensure that the internet had its own embedded form 
of digital, peer-to-peer, money. Other currencies are created by central governments to receive tax 
payments and serve as an accounting method for commerce. 

While Bitcoin is seminal in its development and has resulted in an explosion of blockchain-based 
cryptocurrency projects, inherent properties of Bitcoin make it more attractive to own as a store of value 
but make it difficult to use to transact. By transact, I mean purchase goods and services in the economy. 

 BTC Barriers to Transact 

1. Merchant acceptance 

2. Price volatility 

3. Fixed low supply 

4. Ease of use vs. legacy payment systems like credit cards

Properties of Bitcoin make it more desirable to buy and hold, similar to owning commodities like 
precious metals. 

The name “cryptocurrency” itself can be misleading to many people who are outside of the niche world 
of Defi. Cryptocurrencies are designed as an incentive mechanism for network validators. In layman’s 
terms, an embedded reward system was created to ensure that a database, where critical information is 
stored, is kept up to date and remains accurate. In return for keeping the information accurate, running 
computer servers, and performing computations, people could earn Bitcoin. 

Although it is a completely novel economic system, Bitcoin (and other cryptocurrencies) were not 
designed to facilitate massive user adoption on a global scale. The network is truly decentralized and is 
not controlled by a single entity. As such, it relies on community updates, and a web of global processing 
power. Processing transactions at the speed and scale comparable to Visa is currently not possible on 
the Bitcoin blockchain. 

https://cabotwealth.com/
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Many projects are actively working on this premise to improve the BTC network – we will be providing 
many future updates around this progress.

 Hal Finney’s Prediction

Hal Finney was the recipient of the world’s first Bitcoin transaction. If interested, I urge you to take 
the time to explore Hal’s background and contributions to cryptography as he passed away in 2014 
from ALS.

His quote from December 30th, 2010, in the Bitcoin Talk message board is astonishingly telling.

I have included the entire passage here: 

“Actually there is a very good reason for Bitcoin-backed banks to exist, issuing their own digital cash 
currency, redeemable for bitcoins. Bitcoin itself cannot scale to have every single financial transaction 
in the world be broadcast to everyone and included in the block chain. There needs to be a secondary 
level of payment systems which is lighter weight and more efficient. Likewise, the time needed for Bitcoin 
transactions to finalize will be impractical for medium to large value purchases.

Bitcoin backed banks will solve these problems. They can work like banks did before nationalization of 
currency. Different banks can have different policies, some more aggressive, some more conservative. 
Some would be fractional reserve while others may be 100% Bitcoin backed. Interest rates may vary. 
Cash from some banks may trade at a discount to that from others.

George Selgin has worked out the theory of competitive free banking in detail, and he argues that such a 
system would be stable, inflation resistant and self-regulating.

I believe this will be the ultimate fate of Bitcoin, to be the ‘high-powered money’ that serves as a reserve 
currency for banks that issue their own digital cash. Most Bitcoin transactions will occur between banks, 
to settle net transfers. Bitcoin transactions by private individuals will be as rare as... well, as Bitcoin 
based purchases are today.” 

Hal’s assessment was ahead of its time and is shockingly accurate in that it depicts the world that is 
being built today. New financial settlement systems are coming to market with BTC as the reserve asset. 

I agree with Hal and believe this is a self-fulfilling prophecy – making BTC a form of de facto digital bank 
reserve. Corporations will also choose to hold a portion of their cash reserves in the form of digital 
cryptocurrency. This process is also in its nascent stages, as demonstrated by companies like Tesla 
(TSLA), further catalyzing demand for cryptocurrency.

Terra has built the necessary infrastructure and is leading this process.

https://cabotwealth.com/
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2500.msg34211#msg34211
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See this recent Tweet from Terra founder, Do Kwon: 

 Advantages of Terra

At the center of Terra is one main product – UST. UST is a decentralized, digital currency that allows users 
to transact using peer-to-peer electronic cash. UST is also known as a “stablecoin” because the price of 
the cryptocurrency should remain consistent over time. That offers it significant advantages, namely:

1. Merchant adoption

2. Removal of middlemen and fees in the payment settlement process 

3. Improved transaction time using decentralized digital money

4. Price stability 

5. Extremely competent team and investor base

6. Global scalability 

7. Increasing UST usage creates a flywheel for other products on the Terra platform, 
leveraging network effects akin to cross-selling – these products further catalyze 
demand for UST 

8. Actively supports these new dApps through funding from the Terra treasury 
(Source: Terra Whitepaper, pg 11)

Average global transaction fees are 3%, Terra’s Chai protocol reduces that fee to 1% (Source: Terra.
money).

https://cabotwealth.com/
https://twitter.com/stablekwon/status/1503296630396645376?cxt=HHwWgMCr7cGU5NwpAAAA
https://assets.website-files.com/611153e7af981472d8da199c/618b02d13e938ae1f8ad1e45_Terra_White_paper.pdf
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 Investment Opportunity

Buy and hold LUNA. 

The Terra financial system uses the cryptocurrency – Luna (LUNA). This decentralized financial system is 
more rigorous in its construction when compared with other blockchain-based projects. Terra stands out 
above others as it creates real value for merchants, customers, and serves as a foundational economic 
platform. To ensure its mission and core values, Terra operates on its own, Layer One blockchain.

Terra operates much like traditional financial systems. The ideas and mechanistic construction are 
rooted in free-market economic principles and have a proven and defensible track record. The Terra 
team ran simulated economic experiments to stress test their theses before launching the ecosystem. I 
have not seen this same process taken when examining other cryptocurrencies. 

UST is kept at a stable price of $1 USD through market making and a mining reward algorithm. As people 
utilize the network to purchase goods and services with UST, demand increases. Increased levels of 
demand for UST results in scarcity of LUNA. (Source: Terra Whitepaper)

“The Terra Protocol runs on a Proof of Stake (PoS) blockchain, where miners need to stake a native 
cryptocurrency Luna to mine Terra transactions” (Terra Whitepaper, pg 5).

“Miners” are parties that ensure the stability and accurate of the Terra network and are compensated for 
their work by earning cryptocurrency.

“The protocol has two ways of rewarding miners for their work: 

1. Transaction fees: All Terra transactions pay a small fee to miners. Fees default to 
0.1% and are capped at 1%, meaning that transacting with Terra in e-commerce 
will be much cheaper than transacting with traditional payment options such as 
credit cards. 

2. Seigniorage (Luna burn): When demand for Terra increases, the system mints 
Terra and earns Luna in return. This is called seigniorage — the value of newly 
minted currency minus the cost of issuance (which in this case is zero). The 
system burns a portion of earned Luna, which makes mining power scarcer. The 
remaining portion of seigniorage goes to the Treasury to fund fiscal stimulus 
(Source: Terra Whitepaper, pg 6).”

https://cabotwealth.com/
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 LUNA Price Performance 

In recent periods of overall market volatility, LUNA has performed much better than its peers. In fact, 
Luna is already back to all-time highs. In future issues and reports, we will track more advanced metrics 
of LUNA, including portfolio weighting, valuation, alpha and beta, and dissect key indicators.

Chart courtesy of Coin Marketcap

 Staking

Luna has surpassed Ethereum (ETH) in staked value. This is a substantial development, that is second to 
only Solana (SOL) (Source: Stakingrewards.com).  

Staking (for the perspective of purchasers or owners of a cryptocurrency) is where the owner elects 
to support the proof-of-stake network by committing an amount of that cryptocurrency to a validator 
for a period of time in exchange for yield. By owning Terra’s main utility token, Luna (LUNA), you can 
generate passive income by staking your holdings and earning 6-7% annual interest in addition to 
potential LUNA price appreciation. If you decide to withdraw your stake, you will receive the crypto in 
21 days. Don’t worry, you always maintain ownership throughout this entire process. This overview is 
designed to be an introduction to staking and unlocks another way to generate passive income through 
cryptocurrency investing.

Terra, offers a Full Guide to Staking Luna, to learn more about the mechanism behind staking. 

https://cabotwealth.com/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/terra-luna/
https://www.stakingrewards.com/
https://docs.terra.money/docs/learn/terra-station/download/terra-station-desktop.html
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Neither Cabot nor our employees are compensated in any way by the companies whose stocks we recommend. Sources of information are 
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